
Case Study: New Form Digital
New Form Digital Uses Tubular Data to Identify Top Talent and 
Power Its Digital Studio

About New Form Digital
Leading the scripted digital originals space, New Form Digital 
(NFD) is an independent venture between Discovery, Ron Howard, 
Brian Grazer and other prominent investors. 

NFD uses a proprietary process that leverages data to discover 
and cultivate talent and story ideas. It then packages that talent 
and those stories from incubation of pilots to distribution of series. 

The studio has released two incubator series of pilots to date, 
with a third premiering this fall. By using data to identify rising star 
storytellers and to create engaging digital scripted content, NFD 
is able to successfully grow engaged digital audiences and gauge 
the effectiveness of casting, story and structure. 

NFD is the future of the data-driven digital studio.

Redefine cinematic storytelling for digital audiences 
through unique incubation process.

Influencer Identification

Content Strategy

Tracking & Measurement

Find digital-native talent across all platforms through 
subscriber numbers, followers, likes and views.

Capture trends across all content. Validate creative 
choices and optimize.

Analyze fan interaction by platform, view geographic 
placement of fans, and understand fan growth over time.

Pinpoint rising stars, why they are rising and how to 
quantify.

OBJECTIVE

STRATEGY

Use Tubular Intelligence for:
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New Form Digital Incubator
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Two primary data points were measured for success 
(from Oct 2014 through July 2015):

In total, the NFD shorts had 1.65X increase in viewership.

In total, the NFD shorts averaged a 33% increase in 
engagement.

OTHER CREATORS INCLUDED:

NFD averaged 223K views compared to 135K views for 
the Creator’s average.

NFD averaged 9% engagement per view, compared to 
a 6.8% average for existing Creator videos.

Emily Diana Ruth: 3.3X video views The Brothers Riedell: +172% engagement increase
BlackBoxTV: 3.2X video views 5SecondFilms: +81% engagement increase
KickThePJ: 2.6X video views Jack & Dean: +46% engagement increase
Bertie GilbertF Films: 2X video views Ninebrassmonkeys: +42% engagement increase

Compare the Creator’s Average Views per Video (of 
their own content) against the Views of the video 
produced for NFD.

Compare the Creator’s Average Engagement per View 
(of their own content) against the Engagement per 
View of the video produced for NFD.

RESULTS SUMMARY

Using Tubular software, NFD was able to identify relevant 
influencers, design a content strategy, and test performance for 
their Incubator series. 
They were able to narrow the field of relevant creators and 
approach them for New Form Digital incubator projects.

As a result, these videos achieved 65% higher reach and 33% 
higher engagement than the Creators’ average performance, 
proving NFD’s scripted content to be aligned and entertaining for 
these audiences.

Using Creators’ cross-platform audience data in syndication sales 
pitches, New Form Digital has sold 17 series to distributors such as 
Vimeo, Maker, CW The Seed, Refinery29, Fullscreen and AOL. 
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Yulin Kuang
(I Ship It)

30.1K 198K 6.0% 8%6.6X +33%

8.3K 21K 6.3% 10.0%2.5X +59%

49.6K 103K 6.5% 12.0%2.1X +85%

482.1K 881K 4.0% 7.2%1.8X +80%

172.4K 292K 9.1% 11.0%1.7X +21%

159.8K 883K 4.3% 6.7%5.5X +56%
Joey Graceffa

(Ethereal)

Mike Diva
(GrrlScouts)

Wong Fu
(Single by 30)

Sawyer Hartman
(The Parallax 

Theory)

POYKPAC Comedy
(Mr. Student Body 

President)


